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bstract. We interrogate the ability of free-space fluores-
ence tomography to image small animals in vivo using
harge-coupled device �CCD� camera measurements over
60-deg noncontact projections. We demonstrate the per-

ormance of normalized dual-wavelength measurements
hat are essential for in-vivo use, as they account for the
eterogeneous distribution of photons in tissue. In-vivo

maging is then showcased on mouse lung and brain tu-
ors cross-validated by x-ray microcomputed tomogra-
hy and histology. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation En-
ineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3149854�
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Optical tomography of tissues has evolved as a method
hat three-dimensionally resolves optical contrast in vivo, with
pplications in small animal research1 and clinical
iagnostics.2–4 The method typically combines theoretical
odels of photon propagation in diffusive media and bound-

ry measurements of light propagating through tissue utilizing
ultiple source-detector pairs using a mathematical inversion

cheme. Inversion yields the spatial distribution of a number
f different possible optical parameters. These parameters
ay include a combination of the optical absorption coeffi-

ient, the reduced scattering coefficient,5 fluorescence
oncentration,6 or bioluminescence strength.7

Optical detection is particularly important in several small
nimal imaging applications, especially at areas where several
ir-tissue interfaces or the utilization of wave-propagation flu-
ds make the application of optical measurements challenging.
o increase the tomographic performance over prototype
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implementations that utilized a relatively small number of
source-detector pairs by bringing fiber pairs in contact with
tissue, a number of methodologies have been developed to
enable imaging using direct charge-coupled device �CCD�
camera imaging of free tissue surfaces.8,9 These techniques
moved away from the use of fibers for photon detection, or
the use of matching fluids, and were more recently combined
in a tomographic scheme for fluorescence imaging, which can
collect data over 360-deg projections.9,10 This approach offers
a high quality dataset, as it enables high spatial sampling of
photon fields propagating through tissues at any preferred
combination of imaging angles. While the performance of this
technique has been demonstrated with phantom measure-
ments, there has been no confirmation that this approach can
work in vivo. Here, we applied this 360-deg projection ap-
proach to imaging lung and brain tumors in murine mouse
models.

Experimental measurements were performed in a custom-
built system �Fig. 1�, which is described in detail in Ref. 10.
The illumination system and filters have been configured to
work both with NIR fluorescent probes and with red-shifted
fluorescent proteins. The mouse is illuminated from one side
with either a 30-mW laser beam at 750 nm �B&W Tek., Inc.
Newark, Delaware�, or a 40-mW diode-pumped solid state
laser beam �Dream Lasers, Shanghai, China� at 593 nm fo-
cused at a 0.5-mm spot on its surface. The transmitted photon
fields reaching the opposite side are imaged with the use of a
lens �50 mm, f/1.2, Nikon Corporation, Japan� and a −70 °C
cooled CCD camera �Princeton Instruments Incorporated,
Trenton, New Jersey�. The mouse was imaged in free space,
without the use of surrounding matching fluid, and was sus-
pended on a step-motor-controlled rotating stage �Newport
Corporation, Irvine California� to acquire images from P
=36 different projections. For each projection, the body of the
mouse is scanned with a rectangular source pattern created by
translating the scanning beam with a set of two galvano-
controlled mirrors and a telecentric lens �Nutfield Technology,
Incorporated, Windham, New Hampshire�. The pattern con-
sisted of S=3�7 sources covering a 4�8.5-mm2 area cen-
tered along the center of rotation to reduce the stray light
coming from the sides of the animal.

Two images were acquired at each projection and each
source position employed; one image captured at the emission
wavelength �fluorescence image� and one image at the exci-
tation wavelength �normalization image�. Excitation and

1083-3668/2009/14�3�/030509/3/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental setup: �a� collimating lens, �b�
scanning mirrors, �c� telecentric lens, �d� object, �e� filter, �f� lens, and
�g� CCD camera.
May/June 2009 � Vol. 14�3�1
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mission data were acquired using 745- to 755-nm and
80- to 820-nm bandpass interference filters, respectively
Andover Corporation Salem, New Hampshire� when imaging
robes using the Alexa750 fluorescent dye. Correspondingly,
hen imaging the mCherry fluorescent protein, the fluores-

ence images were acquired using a 625- to 635-nm band-
ass filter, and the normalization images were acquired using
second diode laser at 650 nm and a 645- to 655-nm band-

ass filter, since the excitation wavelength �593 nm� is highly
bsorbed by the tissue yielding low signal-to-noise ratio. The
ouse surface was extracted by capturing the silhouette of the
ouse at 72 projections �5-deg step� against a white back-

round. Surface reconstruction was then based on a volume
arving algorithm11 developed for this setup.

Each acquired image is sampled by D=11�12 virtual de-
ectors spanning an area 10�11 mm2 by binning 4

4 pixels. To normalize for the inhomogeneity of the tissue
bsorption and illumination,6 the ratio of the fluorescence

sdp
fl over the excitation Usdp

ex is calculated and used in the
nversion code, i.e.:

Usdp
nBorn =

Usdp
fl

Usdp
ex , �1�

here �s ,d , p� is the source, detector, and projection indices.
or imaging purposes, the mouse body is descretized in a
ectangular mesh of M =24�14�22 nodes, and the normal-
zed intensity for each source-detector pair is related to the
nknown fluorescence value in each of the nodes via the nor-
alized Born approximation.12 The unknown fluorescence

alues are then calculated by inverting the resulting weight
atrix with an algebraic reconstruction technique �ART�,12

ccessing randomly the sources and the detectors and sequen-
ially the different projections. A 5% low threshold is applied
o both the Ufl and Uex data to exclude signals of low value
rom the reconstruction. Computation time was approximately
0 min for 50 ART iterations on an Intel Core 2 Duo proces-
or with 4 GB of memory.

Two mouse tumor models were used. In the first one, two
ude mice were implanted with 1�106 Lewis lung carci-
oma �LLC� cells administered intrercostally into the right
ung parenchyma. The tumor had grown for 10 days and the
ice were injected via tail vein with 2 nM of AngioSence750

Visen Medical, Woburn Massachusetts�, a fluorescent probe
hat remains in areas of high vasculature to target angiogen-
sis in tumors. Mice were imaged by FMT under general an-
sthesia two days after probe injection for ensuring sufficient
learance from the circulation, allowing presence of a probe
ostly at the tumor interstitium. Following FMT imaging,
ice received x-ray micro-CT imaging �Gamma Medica,
orthridge, California� to anatomically locate the tumor. In

he second model, five mice were stereotacticaly implanted in
he brain with 105 glioma cells expressing mCherry fluores-
ent protein under the cytomegalovirus promoter, and were
maged in FMT after 7 days. The mice were then euthanized
nd dissected for correlative histology. The complete FMT
easurement takes 20 to 30 mins depending on the camera

xposure time.
In-vivo imaging requires that fluorescence signals are nor-

alized for the highly heterogeneous attenuation of tissue.
his is particularly evident in 360-deg-projection free-space
ournal of Biomedical Optics 030509-
geometries, where a large dynamic range also exists between
intensities acquired close to the boundary of the animal versus
measurements acquired through the center of the animal’s
body. Figure 2 depicts the effects of optical heterogeneity on
raw signals and the effects of the subsequent data normaliza-
tion afforded by Eq. �1� for two representative experimental
sets. The first row in Fig. 2 depicts transillumination images
from the torso and head of the mice, captured at different
projections, and calculated as the sum of the excitation images
Us

ex, i.e., �s=1
S Us

ex, where S is the number of point sources
scanned at the back of the animal at each projection. In the
second row of Fig. 2, the corresponding fluorescence images
Us

fl, i.e., �s=1
S Us

fl are depicted. As shown, the areas of the
highest light intensity are at the side edges of the mouse, due
to: 1. the shorter propagation distance that light has to travel
when penetrating through the mouse side, and 2. the lower
overall absorption of the skin, compared to other more vascu-
lar structures. However, calculating the sum of the ratios of
fluorescence images over the excitation for each source, i.e.,
�s=1

S Us
fl /Us

ex, which is shown in the third row of Fig. 2, ac-
counts for the tissue and illumination heterogeneity, and en-
hances the contrast of true fluorescence biodistribution, in this
case fluorescence coming from the tumor. At the 110- and
340-deg projections, the tumors are closer to the sources, so
their normalized images appear more diffusive, since fluores-
cence light has to travel for a longer distance. Conversely, at
the 270- and 150-deg projections, the tumors are closer to the
detector and are more accurately localized on these raw im-
ages.

The fluorescence from both tumor models was positively
identified with noncontact FMT in all imaging experiments,
and it was congruent with the tumor location. Correspond-
ingly, typical results of the tomographic reconstructions using

Fig. 2 Raw transillumination images of mouse tumors at the intrinsic
�first raw� and the fluorescence wavelengths �second row�, and the
normalized fluorescence image �third raw�. �a� and �b� Lung tumor at
different projections �110 and at 270 deg�. �c� and �d� Brain tumor at
different projections �340 and 150 deg�. Arrows show intensity “hot
spots” due to light waveguiding at the edges of the body. Dotted lines
describe the outline of the mouse head, and the rectangle is the region
of interest.
May/June 2009 � Vol. 14�3�2
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he normalized data at multiple projections are shown in Fig.
. Three different FMT axial slices of the lung tumor model
Figs. 3�a�–3�c�� show that a volume of high fluorochrome
oncentration Cm

fl is reconstructed in the right lung �anterior
irection of view�, which is congruent with the tumor location
een on the x-ray CT images �Figs. 3�d�–3�f��. The tumor
olume estimated from FMT and CT is 38 and 40 mm3, re-
pectively. The average thorax movement in anesthetized ani-
als was recently measured in this setup13 and was found to

e of the order of 100 to 200 �m. With motion averaging due
o high CCD exposure times relative to the animals breathing
ycle, thorax movement has negligible effects in the corre-
ponding FMT images and has not been found to affect im-
ging performance in the current implementation. In Fig. 3�g�
n FMT axial slice of the brain is presented, the high FMT
ignal at the left hemisphere of the brain that corresponds to
he location of the mCherry brain tumor in the histological
ead section in Fig. 3�h�. The tumor volumes measured from
MT and histology are 16 and 13 mm3, respectively. There
re a few artifacts reconstructed in the periphery of the FMT
mages that are typical in this type of reconstruction due to
oundary theoretical discrepancies. Comparatively, imaging
n the near-infrared �i.e., using fluorescent probes� yields a
igher number of photons and better signal-to-noise ratios.
ontrary to the fluorescent probes, the fluorescent proteins
roduce lower signals because tissue is more absorbing. How-
ver, they exhibit unparalled specificity, since mCherry fluo-
escence is emerging only from the tumor, and consequently
mage quality is comparable to those acquired with near-IR
robes.

Overall, in-vivo tomographic imaging in free-space
60-deg-projection geometry has been shown to be feasible
n this study. We have further showcased the necessity for
uorescence dataset normalization as means to correct for dy-
amic range variation in the resulting illumination through the
issue and tissue absorption inhomogeneity. The advantages of
his particular geometrical implementation are two-fold: it is a

ore natural and less stressful procedure for the mouse �no
atching fluids, no compression, ability to image the head�,

nd it enables the high spatial frequency acquisition of data

ig. 3 Tomographic reconstructions of lung and brain tumor in mice
as viewed toward the anterior direction�. �a�, �b�, and �c� FMT axial
lices of the Angioscence 750 concentration �arb. units� at three dif-
erent y positions. The white dotted line is the mouse boundary. �e�
nd �f� The corresponding x-ray CT axial slices; small arrows are the
umor, and big arrows are the liver and heart. �g� FMT of the mCherry
rain tumor, and �f� histology fluorescence image of the correspond-
ng axial head section; dotted line is the brain boundary.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 030509-
over multiple projections. Although the total acquisition time
has increased compared to the planar matching-fluid acquisi-
tion method due to the larger dataset, the spatial resolution
and accuracy in the tomographic reconstructions have im-
proved dramatically. The benefits of this implementation on
tomographic quality were recently demonstrated over other
more conventional tomographic approaches that use fibers or
limited-angle projections, using singular value decomposition
analysis.14
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